Akashic Record

(Genral notes to supplement outline of "Astral Light")

1. The visible Universe is the Impression of Thought on Akashic Substance.
   a. Thus everything we experience is part of the universal Akashic Record.

2. All thought sets up a vortex which is filled with living Akashic matter.
   b. Those who are sensitive may read this record.

3. The Akasha fills a position intermediate between objectivity and pure Subjectivity.
   a. In its objective aspect it is finite yet immaterial.
   b. In its Subjective aspect it is Infinite yet Substansive.
      (1) It thus can never be comprehended within the limits of an external concept.

4. It is Akashic Substance which fills Occult symbols.
   a. Such symbols are not arbitrary conventions but living realities.
      (1) One must realize himself as the symbol to attain to its meaning.
   b. They are records of the process of Becoming itself, not simply of cross-sections or stages in that process.

5. 